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MAKE THE MOST OUT OF YOUR LUGGAGE, DUFFLE OR BACKPACK SPACE  by Kathleen /PackSmart Pro



Garment folder holds 8-12 folded cotton business shirts or blouses.  Garment folders 
come with a folding board to assist in folding your shirt/blouse.  Instructions on how 
to fold are on the front of the board.  



Lay your cotton shirt flat, place the folding board on the back of your shirt.  Fold the sides up to meet the 
size of the board. The folding board helps you fold your shirt to the right size to fit the width of the folder.  
Once your shirt is folded with the board, pull the board out at the top of your shirt back.



Stack folded shirts with the front facing up and rotate the collars when 
stacked to keep a flat square pile and your collars from getting 
smashed.



Stack 8 - 12 cotton shirts or add two pairs of jeans, slacks, or shorts with 6 cotton 
shirts.  Add shorts or ties on top of folded shirts.  



If you want to add pants or shorts into your folder,  Start with laying flat your pants in first.  Lay one pair of 
pants on the folder, legs laying straight out and then add a second pair of pants on top of the previous 
pants with the waists at opposite ends with legs straight out. Then place your stacked folded shirts on top 
of the pants.



Bring one pant leg from one side over the stacked folded shirts and then bring the 
next pant leg over until they flap over each other. Fold pant legs over again if your 
legs are longer.



Bring in the side flaps and use Velcro to keep flaps overlapping and tight 
compression.  Bring the top flap and bottom flaps up and use the Velcro attached to 
keep folder compressed tightly and wrapped shut. 



GREAT IDEAS FOR THE GARMENT FOLDER

 Cotton Business Shirts or Blouses

 T-shirts and Polo’s

 Ties and Scarves

 Shorts, Slacks and Jeans

 Medium Garment Folder ;

 Available in canvas or parachute 
material. Both are washable

 Fits in most carry-on luggage and

backpacks
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